Increased burden of rare deleterious variants of the KCNQ1 gene in patients with large‑vessel ischemic stroke.
The impact of rare and damaging variants in genes associated with platelet function in large‑vessel ischemic stroke (LVIS) remains unknown. The aim of this study was to investigate the contribution of some of these variants to the genetic susceptibility to LVIS in Polish patients using a deep re‑sequencing of 54 selected genes, coding for proteins associated with altered platelet function. Targeted pooled re‑sequencing (Illumina HiSeq 2500) was performed on genomic DNA of 500 cases (patients with history of clinically proven diagnosis of LVIS) and 500 age‑, smoking status‑, and sex‑matched controls (no history of any type of stroke), and from the same population as patients with LVIS. After quality control and prioritization based on allele frequency and damaging probability, individual genotyping of all deleterious rare variants was performed in patients from the original cohort, and stratified to concomitant cardiac conditions differing between the study and stroke groups. We demonstrated a statistically significant increase in the number of rare and potentially damaging variants in some of the investigated genes in the LVIS pool (an increase in the genomic variants burden). Furthermore, we identified an association between LVIS and 6 rare functional and damaging variants in the Kv7.1 potassium channel gene (KCNQ1). The predicted functional properties (partial loss‑of function) for the three most damaging variants in KCNQ1 coding locus were further confirmed in vitro by analyzing the membrane potential changes in cell lines co‑transfected heterogeneously with human muscarinic type 1 receptor and wild‑type or mutated KCNQ1 cDNA constructs using fluorescence imaging plate reader. The study demonstrated an increased rare variants burden for 54 genes associated with platelet function, and identified a putative role for rare damaging variants in the KCNQ1 gene on LVIS susceptibility in the Polish population.